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Analysis of diffracLion problems for wedge-like 
configuralion is of both purely scienL ific and pracLical 
interest. The former is due Lo Lhe facL Lhat with Lhe exception 
of Lhe cases of perfect and impedance wedges [1J Lhe closed 
form solutions are not available. The latter is due Lo the facL 
Lhat different wedge-like geometries are often met in many 
microwave devices and integrated optics devaces. As is well 
known the density of electromagnetic energy near edges 
increases which causes a number of negative effects 
(overheating, breakdown, etc.) that influence the stability and 
life-time of devices . The exact static solution for arbitrary 
wedge geometry involving a perfectly condacting sector [2J 
allows to fino singularlty power of the field near the edge 
(f.n. e.). However it does not allow to estimate the 
absolute values of f.n.e. for the dynamic case. Meixner's 
theory [3J developed for the dynamic case does not give new 
information about the f.n .e. as compared with the staLic 
treatment [4J. 

Thus, to our knowledge theoretical methods that allow to 
find Lhe analytical relatlon between the values of f.n.e. and 
lhe external fields in the dynamic case are not available at 
present. Numerical and experlmental methods are not convenient 
for this purpose as a rule. The approach suggested below allows 
to find this relation and obtain the expressions for the f.n.e . 
in the analyLical form. As an axample, consider the geomeLry 
shown in Fig.1. The Lotal field satisfying Lhe wave equaL ion is 
given by H~ = H} + H~ + H~ - region I; H~ = H} + H~ - region 
II, here H~ = Ho·exp[ikCz·sin e + x·cos e)J, H~ = 
Ho ·exp[ik·Cz·sin e - x·cos e)J, Hr = THn·expri~. ·Cz·sin e -
x·C,,-sin2 e)' / 2)J, T = 2·,,·cos e ["'cos e + C,,-sin2e),/2J-', 

/>. = />.' - i />.", 0 < k" « k', H} is the scattered field. The lime 
dependence exp(iwt) is ornrnited throughout. By using Fourier 
transformation of the wave equation and boundarr condltions on 
all the inter faces we can obtain the fol owing singular 
integral equation [5J: 

aCt) 00 ACT)·FCT) 00 FCT) -2~ THok·sin e 
-- P f dT + P f dT = ( 1) 
AU) _ 00 T - t _ 00 T - t tIC t) 

where (J.(t\= 1+ z;~i~J, ~(t\=).£(4).t(t)tLk Je-~2e) ,),(t)= ,/t'-I<', Ae[t)= Jt '- k't', 
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00 

F(i) = ~(i) - ~(-i), ~(i) = [1/~) J ~(z,x=+o).eiiZdz, 
-00 

Re f)"(i),),,,,(i)] ) 0, 
principal value. 

1m f)"(i),),,,,(i)] ) 0, 

Eq (1) is inlraclable in a 
closed form. However, lhe 
asrmplotic solution (1) wh~ch is 
va iCl for large i (i » k .,,' 2) can 
be obtained. It is K iJ for 
large i that makes the principal 
contribution to the f.n.e. 
formation. By substituting a(i) 
by its static value ao = t~~a(i) 
in (1) the equation obtained can 
be solved by using an equivalent 
matrix Hilbert problem [61: 

I 

P is lhe Cauchy's 

£=1 

Fig. 1. 

~ A ·~ 

1j!/ t) = IK t) .r. (t) + f( t) , -00 ( i ( 00 

where IKi) = 0, ~ (i) = , 1 [" -a / )"U) ] )~~ 
1 +" -)"(i) -" ! 

00 00 

11f 1 I F(T) 
'f (C) = - dT 

, 2rri T - ( 

1 F(T) 
lJf (() = - I )"U) dT , 

2 2ni T - ( 

-feu 

-00 

£--- iTHoR'Stn B 
= YG/rr 

(1 + t:J . q([) 

( is the complex variable. 

-00 

If (t~= [tnt '¥ (C) 
1,2_ I r + 1,2 m ... ~_o 

By substituting ~'(i) = [5 _? ) ~+(i) eq.(2) is 
reduced to another Hilbert problem with matrix 

J'(i) = l/(l+")r,, -ao/),,(i)) which allows factorization 
~ • , A LA( t) " 

G'(t) = X+(t)·fX-U)r' by Khrapkov's method [71: 

X(C) = ro?) chfh(C) ·(3(C)J + [0 ao )X'(() .shfh(()'(3(()], 
),,2U) 0 00 

dT 
h(() = i 'a'/2),,((), (3(() = (T / a'/22i) J ' 

o 0 0 ),,(T)'(T-() 
-00 
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A A' 
r = (l/rrJ arccos[~/(l+~J]. X+(tJ = lim X(CJ X+(tJ can be 

o - Im( _ :to 
expressed in terms of elementary functions. Further procedure 
corresponds to the seneral theory of a matrix Hilbert problem 
[6]. The only Solutlon corresponding to the edge condition 
yields 

~(tJ = ~c/rr - g(tJ-' + 
£-~ THolR'sin 8 [ 

1 + ~ 

1 + ~ OOI R,(tJS,(rJTA(tJ-R.(tJS2(rJA(rJt 
+ P ------------- dr 

4rri~ A(tJg(rJ '(r2- t'J 
o 

(3) 

where R (U = L( U ± L -, ( U. 5 (U = ac u W:' ( u , 
1,2 1~ 

~(U-t+R)To ~(U_t]ro/2 
L(t) = , act) = 

(t)+t-R (t)+t 
arg[LCt),acU] - -rr as t --00 

For ~ = 1 expression (3) is the exact solution of eq.(l). 
The proof of its identity with the well-known Sommerfeld 
solution [1] requires additional investigations and can be made 
1n the nearest future. 

For an arbitrary ~ formular (3) can be used for finding 
the f.n.e .. By using the asymptotic properties of the Cauchy 
integral and the Fourier integral the values of singular 
components of the f.n.e. can be estimated: 

[
IE I] THosin e ~2 ]r 0 [COSiT (rr/2- r/JJ] x = _ r(T) C 0 + ()(pro) (4) 
IE.I 2rr2~ 'p 0' sinlro( rr/2-r/J) 

where p = (x"+ Z2)'/2, 
CD 

C, = I fiS,(r) A(r) + S2(r)r]g-'(r) drl, -rr/2 (r/J (rr/2 , 
o 

rex) is the r-function, the angle r/J is taken as is shown in the 
Fig. :. 

Expression (4) determines the dependence of the singular 
components of the f.n.e. on the incident field parameters and 
can be used to eliminate the possibility of a breakdown, 
overheating, and appearance of other undesired effects . The 
limitation on the parameters of an incident field is given by 
the relation IE(r)1 (E

l
, where E

l
, is the field 

o 1 m 1 m 
corresponding to the appearance of the effects mentioned above, 
r is the characteristlc radius of the edge curvature under 

o 
real conditions. 

This approach can be reality expended to more complex 
wedge-like geometries, and the results obtained may be useful 
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in designing different microwave devices and integrated optics 
devices. 

The author thanks D.M. Skrypnik for hi s help in 
translating the text into English. 
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